We review information-theoretic measures of cognitive load during sentence processing that have been used to quantify word prediction effort. Two such measures, surprisal and next-word entropy, suffer from shortcomings when employed for a predictive processing view. We propose a novel metric, lookahead information gain, that can overcome these short-comings. We estimate the different measures using probabilistic language models. Subsequently, we put them to the test by analysing how well the estimated measures predict human processing effort in three data sets of naturalistic sentence reading. Our results replicate the well known effect of surprisal on word reading effort, but do not indicate a role of next-word entropy or lookahead information gain. Our computational results suggest that, in a predictive processing system, the cost of predicting may outweigh the gains. This idea poses a potential limit to the value of a predictive mechanism for the processing of language. The result illustrates the unresolved problem of finding estimations of wordby-word prediction that, first, are truly independent of perceptual processing of the to-be-predicted words, second, are statistically reliable predictors of experimental data, and third, can be derived from more general assumptions about the cognitive processes involved.
Introduction
1 Over the last 15 years 1 , the role of prediction during human language 2 processing has fueled many debates in cognitive science and linguistics. In 3 psycholinguistics, the idea of prediction has become a key explanation to the language processing. Trained on large text collections, PLMs assign probabilities to next words when presented with a sequence of prior words. Notably, 32 the predictions these models make correlate with reading times (Goodkind 33 & Bicknell, 2018; Hahn & Keller, 2016; Monsalve et al., 2012; Smith & Levy, 34 2013), N400 sizes (Frank et al., 2015) , and voxel activation in the brain (Hale 35 et al., 2015; Willems et al., 2016) during sentence or text comprehension. 36 For the evaluation of PLM-based measures of cognitive effort, it is com-37 mon to collect human processing data over all words of naturally occurring 38 sentences, rather than looking only at critical words of carefully crafted ex-39 perimental items. Probabilities are then estimated over the same words and 40 potential confounds are factored out in a large-scale regression analysis. This 41 is also the approach we take here. S(t) = − log P (w t |w 1...−1 ).
(1)
The surprisal measure can be derived in different ways (Levy, 2008; Smith 80 & Levy, 2008 , 2013 . The following is based on Levy (2008) and highlights 81 why surprisal has been viewed as a measure of word prediction. Suppose 82 that the language processing system is like a perfectly predictive PLM in 83 the sense that, after processing w 1...t−1 (but, crucially, before encounter- 84 ing any evidence about w t ) it has constructed the probability distribution 85 P (w t |w 1...t−1 ). That is, for each word in the language, the system has esti-86 mated the probability that it will be the upcoming word. Further, we assume 87 that when the actual next word is encountered there is no uncertainty about 88 its identity. This means that the probability distribution P (w t |w 1...t−1 ) 'col-89 lapses' to P (w t |w 1...t ), where a single word has a probability of one and all 90 other words have zero probability.
91
How much cognitive work is involved in the update of the probability 92 distribution? The so-called Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback & Leibler, 93 1951), also known as relative entropy or information gain, is an information-94 theoretic measure for the amount of change in a probability distribution. It 95 is defined as:
where P is the updated probability distribution (in our case: P (w t |w 1...t )),
Because H(t) is computed from the probability distribution over w t+1 123 (as opposed to w t ), effects of H(t) would constitute empirical evidence for 124 next-word prediction. However, the role of next-word entropy in language 125 comprehension has not been investigated as thoroughly as surprisal. We call our novel measure lookahead information gain (LIG) because it 176 quantifues the information gained (in the information-theoretic sense, see 177 Section 2.1) due to processing w t when the system probabilistically looks 178 ahead to w t+1 . Hence, it combines aspects from the surprisal and next-word 179 entropy measures: Like surprisal, LIG is derived from the Kullback-Leibler 180 divergence measuring the amount of change in the probability distribution 181 due to encountering word w t and, like next-word entropy (but unlike sur-182 prisal), it is a truly forward looking measure. 183 We begin again with the assumption that the language processing sys-184 tem constructs a probability distribution P (w t+1 |w 1...t ). The (hypothesized) 185 amount of cognitive effort required to construct this distribution equals the 186 Kullback-Leibler divergence from the previous distribution P (w t+1 |w 1...t−1 ).
187
In Section 2.2, we showed that the next-word entropy measure is implic-188 itly based on the unrealistic assumption that this previous distribution is 189 uniform. However, even if the language processing system does not predict 190 two words ahead, it could at least use the words' unconditional probabilities, 191 that is, P (w t+1 |w 1...t−1 ) = P (w), where P (w) can simply be estimated from the word's base frequency. This reasoning yields one version of lookahead 193 information gain:
If we believe that the language system predicts two words ahead (i.e., it 195 generates P (w t+1 |w 1...t−1 )), the measure becomes: In the subsequently described steps, all information theoretic-metrics are 220 computed from the probability distributions averaged over the six LSTMs.
221
We refer to this 'average language model' as PLM from here on.
222
For the estimation of LIG 1 we proposed a word-frequency based prior
3). We generate this unigram 224 model from the word frequencies in the full training corpus. To compute 225 LIG 2 from two fully conditional probability distributions (Eq. 4), we use the 226 already trained language models as forward models. After each next-word 227 prediction step, we apply the chain rule to obtain the probability distribution 228 over all possible words one further step ahead 6 .
229
In order to ascertain whether the language models were effectively trained 230 we assess the surprisal (Eq. 1) on the unseen experimental stimulus materials 231 at different points during training. Better language models assign higher 232 probabilities to the actually occurring words and thus surprisal is expected 233 to be lower, the more sentences the PLM has been trained on. the number of training sentences, we see this as reason to doubt that they 268 truly stand in relation to the prediction effort as estimated by the PLM.
269
Especially for less studied metrics such as next-word entropy or our new 270 6 We also followed a less elegant method in which we trained six additional LSTM models to predict P (w t+1 ) after seeing only w 1...t−1 , that is, after observing all words up to, but not including, the current word. We provide the results of this approach in Appendix B. lookahead information gain, this approach is superior to individual analyses 271 based on single fully trained models. 
318
Mirroring this, we also obtain the unique effect of surprisal by comparing 319 the deviance of regression models that include one of H, LIG 1 , or LIG 2 , to 320 a second model that includes also surprisal.
321
The decrease in deviance between two models is expressed as a χ 2 -statistic 322 where the degrees of freedom equals the number of additional predictors in 323 the larger model. We indicate effects in the expected direction (i.e., positive 324 for reading time, negative for N400 size) by positive χ 2 , and add a minus 325 sign for reverse effects. Note that, for the negative-going N400 deflection, 326 positive χ 2 therefore indicates stronger negativities. Figure 1 depicts the relation between the amount of training data the 330 D K L on the word w t (surprisal) and on the word w t+1 (LIG 1 and LIG 2 ).
331
The better the averaged PLM becomes the higher become the probabilities 332 assigned to the test items. As a function of this, average surprisal decreases.
333
Unexpectedly, both LIG 1 and LIG 2 increased with training (although LIG 1 334 at first decreased), indicating that with better PLMs more and more proba-335 bility mass needs to be shifted when updating predictions about w t . 
344
In the EEG data, all PLM training steps lead to next-word entropy mea-345 sures that predict N400 sizes over and above what is accounted for by sur-346 prisal. However, unlike for surprisal, the LMEM comparisons indicate that 347 more accurate next-word entropy leads to weaker regression improvements.
348
In the ET data, some intermediary models improved the regression mod-349 els, but next-word entropy computed from the best PLM did not substantially 350 improve the fit of the regression. The situation is even clearer in the SPR 351 analysis in which the best PLMs lead to goodness-of-fit measures that group 352 7 Networks trained on less than 10K sentences cannot have learned enough about the language's statistical properties to reliably estimate next-word probability distributions that are even slightly accurate. Nevertheless, the analyses occasionally returned unrealistically high χ 2 values (χ 2 > 100) at these very early points in training. It is unclear whether these arose because of a confound, an artefact, or problem with regression model fitting, but we do not believe they can be indicative of true psycholinguistic processes. For this reason, we do not report results at 1K and 3K training sentences. around χ 2 = 0.
353
In the next series of regression models LIG 1 was analysed, leading to 
Training Sentences
Self−paced RT Lookahead information gain1 Surprisal Figure 3 : The goodness-of-fit (χ 2 ) of LIG 1 and surprisal is plotted as a function of the number of training sentences. The panels on the left, in the middle, and on the right correspond to EEG, ET, and SPR data.
Discussion

371
In our evaluation of three information-theoretic metrics of predictive pro-372 cessing against three data sets of human sentence reading, each measure 373 yielded partly non-zero results, many of which would have earned the label 374 "significant" if they were subjected to a single-comparison null-hypothesis 375 test. In many cases, however, these effects did not consistently grow with next-part-of-speech entropy but no effect of next-word entropy. Since our 408 analysis did not explicitly tease apart part-of-speech from word entropy, we 409 expected our language model to indirectly learn at least some aspects of the 410 occurrence probabilities of different parts of speech. Nonetheless, the absence of next-word entropy effects in our results is specifically clear for self-paced 412 reading times. In generating the lookahead information gain estimates, we observed that with better PLMs (i.e., more training) the LIG measures become larger on average. Notably this occurred regardless of whether the probability of the word after the next word was computed from base frequencies (LIG 1 ) or explicit prediction (LIG 2 ). This was unexpected given that better trained language models should gain less information from each incoming word. Why does it happen nonetheless? The Kullback-Leibler divergence, which forms the basis for our LIG definitions, can be rewritten as
where H(P, Q) is the so-called cross-entropy, a measure of the difference 415 between P and Q. For our LIG measures, P is the distribution over up-416 coming words w t+1 after encountering the current word w t (as estimated by 417 the PLM), and Q is the distribution before encountering w t (estimated by 418 its unigram frequency or by using the PLM as a forward model). These two 419 distributions become more similar over training because both PLMs learn 420 to predict w t+1 . This leads to a decrease in H(P, Q). However, the next-421 word entropy H(P ) decreases faster, thereby increasing D KL (and hence, 422 increasing LIG).
423
As is easy to see from Eq. 5, in order for LIG to decrease H(P, Q) must 424 decrease faster than H(P ). Apparently, this is not what happens, even for
Conclusion
438
In this study, we replicated a well known relationship: the predictive 439 power of surprisal on N400 sizes and reading times grows with language 440 models that capture the linguistic structures on which they are trained in-441 creasingly well, clearly demonstrating the validity of this method. Apply-442 ing this method to both next-word entropy and two variants of our newly 443 proposed metric, lookahead information gain, we find no positive relation 444 between any of the measures and language model quality.
445
If probabilistic word prediction reliably occurs across items and partici-446 pants, our method and measures provide good conditions to detect potential 447 effects of prediction effort on N400s and reading times. A thorough look at 448 how much information is gained at each word during next-word prediction in 449 the PLMs raises the question of how the benefits of a predictive processing 450 mechanism relate to its costs.
451
Taken at face value our study does not support predictive processing.
452
This holds at least to the extent to which our word-prediction model cap- 453 tures the information that humans would presumably capitalise on for their 454 predictions. In this regard it is worth noting that the language model ap- that is, P (w t+1 ) = |W | −1 . This is derived as follows:
Computing LIG 2 from two separate PLMs
633
As an alternative to forward modeling, the probabilities of w t+1 can be 634 estimated by a language model that estimates w t+1 after seeing only the 635 words in a sentence up until (and including) w t−1 . Using identical network 636 architectures and training regimes as described in 3.1, we computed LIG 2 637 by taking P (w t+1 |w 1...t ) from the LSTMs used before but P (w t+1 |w 1...t−1 ) 638 from LSTMs predicting two words ahead. The results of this approach are 639 provided in Figure B .5. 
Training Sentences
Self−paced RT Lookahead information gain2 Surprisal Figure B .5: The goodness-of-fit (χ 2 ) of LIG 2 computed from a PLM predicting the next word and a PLM predicting two words ahead. Surprisal is plotted as a function of the number of training sentences. The panels on the left, in the middle, and on the right correspond to EEG, ET, and SPR data. We propose Lookahead Information Gain (LIG) as measure of word comprehension effort.
Unlike surprisal, LIG is forward looking. Effects of LIG are indicative of prediction.
Unlike next-word entropy, LIG is derived from assumptions about language processing.
We did not find effects of LIG or next-word entropy over and above surprisal.
The LIG values suggest that costs of generating word predictions outweighs the gains.
